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QUESTION 1

The Java Persistence API defines a notion of propagation of a persistence context. Which statement is correct? 

A. Persistence context propagation is NOT supported for message-driven beans. 

B. Persistence context propagation is supported for any type of an entity manager. 

C. Persistence context propagation avoids the need for the application to pass references of entity manager instances. 

D. Persistence context propagation results in cloning of all managed instances for use by another instance of an entity
manager. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The execution of the find method in the following code throws an exception: 

11.

 em.find(Customer.class, custld); 

12.

 //Where em is a reference to a extended scoped entity manager. Which scenario can cause the exception? 

A. Thefindmethod was called without a transaction. 

B. Theentity corresponding to therequestedprimary key has been removed. 

C. The entity corresponding to therequestedprimarykeyhas beendetached. 

D. The data type of custld is NOT a valid type fortheCustomer entity primary key. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the following entity class: 

11.

 @Entity public class Customer) 

12.
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 @ld private int id; 

13.

 private transient String name; 

14.

 private Java. math. BigDecimal grossAmmount; 15.} Which mapping annotation can be added to the fields of this
entity? 

A. @Columntothe name field 

B. @Embeddedldto theid field 

C. @Basictothe grossAmmountfield 

D. @JoinColumnstothe grossAmmount field 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Given a stateless session bean with container-managed transaction demarcation, from which two methods can a
developer access another enterprise bean? (Choose two.) 

A. beanconstructor 

B. Timeout callback method 

C. PreDestroy lifecycle callback method 

D. PostConstruct lifecycle callback method 

E. businessmethod fromthebusiness interface 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Given: 

A stateless session bean\\'s business method invokes EJBContext.setRollbackOnly and receives an Illegal StateExe
option. Under which of these conditions could this be possible? 

A. The business method is marked with the MANDATORY transaction attribute. 

B. The business method is marked with the NONSUPPORTED transaction attribute. 

C. This is NOT possible; a stateless session bean cannot invoke EJBContext.setRollbackOnly. 
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D. The bean has no metadata (in annotations or deployment descriptor) which specifies the transaction attribute for the
method. 

Correct Answer: B 
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